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Abstract
Representative agent models including the CAPM are inconsistent with existing empirical evidence for steep demand curves for individual stocks. This paper resolves the
issue by proposing that stock prices are instead set by two separate classes of investors.
The market portfolio is priced by individual investors based on their collective risk aversion. Individual investors also delegate part of their wealth to active money managers
who use that wealth to price stocks in the cross-section. In equilibrium the fee charged
by active managers has to equal the before-fee alpha they earn. This produces wide
pricing bounds for individual stocks and can account for several empirically observed
puzzles such as the magnitude of the S&P 500 index premium.
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Introduction

On July 9, 2002, Standard and Poor’s announced that it would delete all seven non-U.S.
firms from its S&P 500 index and replace them with U.S. firms.

The changes were to

take place on July 19, and they included large firms like Royal Dutch, Unilever, Goldman
Sachs, and UPS. The day following the announcement the deleted firms fell by an average
of 3.7% while the added firms went up by 5.9% relative to the value-weighted market index,
reportedly on trading by hedge funds and active managers.1 During the ten days leading
to the eective day the cumulative market-adjusted return was 6=6% for the deletions and
+12=3% for the additions — all on a bureaucratic event which contained absolutely no news
about the level or riskiness of the cash flows of the firms involved.

In spite of its size

and publicity, this event produced a very significant price impact which showed no signs of
reversal, at least in the following two months.2
To explain this kind of price eects, a growing literature has proposed that demand
curves for stocks slope down (Shleifer (1986) is an early reference). Whenever stocks are
added to or deleted from a popular stock market index, index funds buy the additions and
sell the deletions. For the S&P 500, mechanical indexers currently hold about 10% of the
market value of every stock in the index. When the demand curve for a stock has a nonzero
slope, the large supply shocks due to indexers can move prices.

The typical price eect

for both additions and deletions has been about 15% for the S&P 500 in 2000, and other
widely tracked indices have exhibited comparable demand elasticities (Petajisto (2004)).
However, this explanation presents a puzzle: How do we reconcile the large magnitude
of the price eect with asset pricing theory? In neoclassical finance, price equals expected
future cash flows discounted by systematic risk, so the demand curve for a stock should be
(almost) perfectly horizontal and we should observe (virtually) no price impact.

Asym-

metric information models3 cannot explain the significant price eects, because the puzzle
here has to do with clearly uninformed supply shocks as illustrated by the above S&P 500
event.4
The limits of arbitrage literature has been suggested as a way to bridge the gap be-
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The Wall Street Journal, 7/11/02.
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For illustration, see Figure 3 in the appendix.
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Some examples are Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), Glosten and Milgrom (1985), and Kyle (1985).
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Denis, McConnell, Ovtchinnikov, and Yu (2003) actually find evidence that regular S&P 500 index
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tween theory and empirical work (Barberis and Thaler (2003) and Wurgler and Zhuravskaya (2002)).

Mechanisms such as noise trader risk (De Long et al. (1990)) and

performance-based arbitrage (Shleifer and Vishny (1997)) can indeed influence the pricing
of non-diversifiable risk, but they cannot explain why investors are so reluctant to take
diversified positions in individual stocks.
This paper first shows that existing equilibrium models underestimate the actual slopes
of demand curves for stocks by several orders of magnitude. It then proposes a theoretical
equilibrium model that can produce a realistically large magnitude for the slopes of demand
curves, and not only for index additions and deletions but for all the stocks in the economy.
Despite the frequent references to indexing, this paper is about much more than that
— indexing just happens to provide a relatively clean empirical test.

Downward-sloping

demand curves have the broad implication that assets need not be priced exactly at their
fundamental values. Even completely uninformed supply shocks can move prices. Hence,
our explanation for downward-sloping demand curves will also serve as a theory of approximate pricing of assets in equilibrium.
To illustrate the failure of traditional pricing models, consider the following CAPM
calibration: The U.S. stock market capitalization at the end of 2002 was about $11 trillion,
which means that collectively people invested $11 trillion in the market portfolio, perhaps
expecting about a 5% annual risk premium and 20% annual volatility. This information
allows us to back out their risk aversion. Now let us assume that the price of one stock
changes slightly for noninformational reasons so that the investors suddenly perceive the
stock to have an annual alpha of +1%, with idiosyncratic annual volatility of 30%. The
investors should then immediately pour $1 trillion into that stock — more than three times
the market capitalization of General Electric.5

In other words, even a 1% annual alpha

would be absurdly large in a CAPM setting.

A representative investor who is willing

to invest $11 trillion in the market portfolio should be extremely aggressive when any
mispricings occur for individual stocks.

More generally, this calibration shows that no

changes (unlike the event we picked) may not be completely free of information. But index changes even
for mechanical rule-based indices such as the Russell 2000 exhibit comparable price eects.
5

The optimal dollar investment for a CARA or CRRA investor is proportional to

for the market portfolio and
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= 0=11 for the idiosyncratic gamble, producing a dollar investment of

× $11 = $1 trillion in the idiosyncratic gamble.
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model with a single representative investor can simultaneously generate realistic demand
curves for individual stocks and a plausible market risk premium.
Building on this key insight, the story in our paper is that demand curves seem too steep
only when we assume the same group of investors prices both the market portfolio and the
cross-section of individual stocks.

The puzzle disappears if instead individual investors

delegate the picking of individual stocks to professional active managers who charge a fee
for assets under management. The slope of the demand curves for individual stocks is then
set by the aggressiveness of the active managers, but since the active managers simply invest
all of the wealth under their management, the demand curve slopes are really determined by
how much money the individual investors allocate to the active managers. The less money
the active managers have, the less aggressive they are, the steeper the demand curves, the
greater the relative mispricings for individual stocks, and the greater the alpha earned by
the active managers. In equilibrium, individual investors should be indierent between the
market portfolio and an actively managed portfolio, so the active managers’ after-fee alpha
should be zero. This means that equilibrium demand curves for stocks will be just steep
enough to let active managers earn a before-fee alpha that covers their fee.
We formalize our story in a simple model similar to the CAPM setting. There are only
two dierences: First, we assume there is a fixed cost for actively managing a stock portfolio;
if one does not pay the cost, one can only invest in the market portfolio. We interpret this
as costly information acquisition; if one does not know about individual stocks, one’s best
bet is the market portfolio. Second, we assume the fixed cost is paid through a financial
institution as a proportional fee.
The model thus introduces a layer of financial institutions between stocks and end
investors.

Active managers act as stock pickers, using all their delegated wealth to take

positions in individual stocks, and they charge a fee for their services. End investors then
choose their optimal allocation of wealth between an actively managed portfolio, a passively
managed market portfolio (with zero fee), and a risk-free asset. The remaining supply of
each stock is passively held by exogenous noise traders — without this group, even the active
managers would just have to hold the market portfolio. We do not consider agency issues,
so the only friction we introduce relative to the CAPM is the fixed cost which generates a
fee for active management.
We find that this delegation of portfolio management completely changes the cross-
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sectional pricing of stocks. Now the slopes of demand curves are no longer determined by
end investors’ risk aversion — instead they depend on the wealth allocated to active managers, which in turn depends on the fee charged by the active managers. If the fee is 1.5%
per year, then the typical stock will be “mispriced” so that it will have an alpha of either
+1.5% or 1=5% per year in equilibrium.

If on average such mispricings are corrected

slowly over several years,6 then these annual alphas will be capitalized into much greater
variation in stock prices today. E.g. an annual alpha of +1%, fully corrected over 5 years,
means a stock is underpriced by 5%. Thus the initial mispricings created by the management fee are further magnified by their slow expected convergence to fundamental values,
and this allows economically large fluctuation in stock prices today.7 For comparison, if we
set the active managers’ fee to zero, pricing collapses to the traditional CAPM benchmark
where annual alphas are always well within 1 bp from zero.
Yet the presence of institutions does not create any friction in the model — the true
source of friction is the underlying fixed cost. In fact, we show that institutions actually
mitigate the eect of the fixed cost and produce the flattest possible demand curves. This
is because institutions allow the risk of the actively managed portfolio to be shared among
all investors in the economy, while without institutions it is not possible to induce such
complete risk sharing in equilibrium as investors would then drive alphas too close to zero
and thus not be willing to pay the participation cost.

Hence, the underlying fixed cost

gives rise to endogenous institutions which make stock prices more e!cient, i.e. closer to
the CAPM benchmark. Consistent with the predictions of functional and structural finance
(Merton and Bodie (2002)), our institutional structure minimizes price distortions due to
the underlying market friction.
Empirical evidence appears generally consistent with our equilibrium. Wermers (2000)
and Daniel et al. (1997) find that active fund managers do have stock-selection ability,
especially if they concentrate on relatively few industries (Kacperczyk, Sialm, and Zheng
(2004)) or if they are small (Chen, Hong, Huang, and Kubik (2004)), but once their fees

6

For empirical evidence on the slow correction of mispricings, see e.g. Cohen, Gompers, and Vuolteenaho

(2002).
7

The stochastic discount factor of the economy consists of a market term as well as a number of ad hoc

terms corresponding to idiosyncratic mispricings. Aside from market risk, there is no economic structure
to it. This is precisely what we would expect — if all the mispricings were easily identifiable by all investors,
there would be no reason for anyone to conduct fundamental analysis of individual stocks.
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and expenses are taken into account, their alphas fall back to approximately zero. For our
pricing results it is crucial that active managers indeed earn positive before-fee alphas, but
whether their alphas exactly cover their fees does not matter that much.
Our paper is certainly not the first one in the theoretical finance literature to have
steep demand curves — many usually single-asset models exogenously assume them.8 This
assumption has allowed them to describe interesting rational as well as behavioral price
eects for individual stocks, and it is amply justified by empirical evidence, but it ignores
the contradiction with the neoclassical multi-asset benchmarks of CAPM and APT. In
contrast, the sole purpose of our model is to produce such steep demand curves as an
endogenous equilibrium outcome.
Multi-asset equilibrium models such as Admati (1985) and Merton (1987) face the same
problem as the CAPM. Whenever the cross-sectional pricing of stocks is determined by the
same investors who collectively hold the entire market portfolio, uninformed supply shocks
can no longer move alphas by more than a negligible amount, so demand curves will have
to be horizontal.9
Our model may resemble a multi-asset generalization of information cost or participation
cost models including Grossman and Stiglitz (1980), Grossman and Miller (1988), and
Allen and Gale (1994). However, rather than individuals paying the cost themselves, we
explicitly introduce intermediaries that pay the cost, compete for other investors’ funds,
and then charge a proportional fee to their investors.

The distinction is crucial for two

reasons: First, an investor who has paid a fixed cost has an enormous incentive to act as
an intermediary for other investors, and if he does that, his investment aggressiveness is no
longer determined by his personal risk aversion. Second, it allows us to calibrate the model
to observable parameter values (namely, the percentage fee) and still obtain dramatic pricing

8

This covers virtually all single-asset models where agents are not risk-neutral and thus their risk aversion

plays a role in pricing (e.g. Chen, Hong, and Stein (2002), Allen and Gale (1994), and many others). Also
some multi-asset models (e.g. Barberis and Shleifer (2002) and Wurgler and Zhuravskaya (2002)) exogenously
assume steep demand curves.
9

Hence, exogenous tastes for individual stocks as in Fama and French (2004) can only produce negligible

deviations from CAPM pricing.

Gomes, Kogan, and Zhang (2003) oer an example of a multi-asset

equilibrium where interesting price eects emerge from a conditional CAPM but where demand curves are
still horizontal.

In Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam (2001), systematic risk can be mispriced but

again individual stocks cannot meaningfully deviate from factor pricing.
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results. Our model also shares resemblance to Berk and Green (2004) where in equilibrium
active funds have to earn their fees, but their paper focuses on the dynamics of the mutual
fund industry while our paper concentrates on equilibrium prices of stocks in the presence
of active mutual funds.
Besides steep demand curves, some empirical papers have suggested altogether dierent
mechanisms for generating the observed price eects around index changes.

The most

prominent include liquidity (e.g. Edmister, Graham, and Pirie (1994) and Chordia (2001)),
information (e.g. Denis et al. (2003)), and market segmentation (e.g. Chen, Noronha, and
Singal (2004)). While these hypotheses could well contribute to the eect, each of them
tends to be specific to a particular type of event. Given all the diverse contexts where we
observe similar price eects, one might naturally look for a more general explanation that
can produce steep demand curves across the board. Moreover, since these alternatives have
not been formalized in this context, we do not know how large eects they can theoretically
explain.
Our paper makes two main contributions. First, it presents the first generally applicable explanation for downward-sloping demand curves which gets the magnitude of the eect
approximately right. Thus it provides a theoretical justification for the models that have
exogenously assumed steep demand curves. Second, it illustrates that financial institutions
do indeed matter for asset pricing. This is in contrast to all models based on a single representative agent, suggesting that such models may be better suited for pricing systematic
risk than a wide cross-section of stocks with idiosyncratic risk.

Furthermore, we obtain

our result entirely without agency issues, complementing the existing literature (e.g. Ross
(1989) and Allen (2001)) which has pointed out the relevance of institutions to asset pricing
due to agency issues.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 starts with a simple CAPM benchmark and
contrasts it with empirical evidence to illustrate the puzzle. It also briefly addresses alternative hypotheses in the literature. Section 3 presents our model and the equilibrium, and
it provides a numerical calibration to show the magnitudes of the predicted eects. Section
4 presents the other empirical predictions of the model. Section 5 discusses interpretations
and extensions of the model, and section 6 concludes. The appendix contains all algebra
as well as most figures.
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The Puzzle: Theory and Empirical Evidence

No equilibrium model of course literally implies that the demand curve for a stock is perfectly
horizontal.10

The real question here is about the magnitude of the slope:

Is it really

“negligible” as suggested by the neoclassical models, or does it deviate “significantly” from
zero? In other words, can we assume for practical purposes that the stock price is unaected
by the supply of the stock? We start by presenting a simple CAPM calibration to see what
exactly a negligible price impact would mean.

2.1

A Simple CAPM Calibration

Let there be QV stocks with a supply of 1 unit each, and a risk-free asset with an infinitely
hl .
elastic supply. One period from now stock l pays a liquidating dividend of {
el = dl +el |e+e
Systematic shocks to the economy are represented by the unexpected return on the market
¢
¢
¡
¡
portfolio |e  Q 0>  2p , idiosyncratic shocks to the stock are denoted by hel  Q 0>  2hl ,

and dl and el are stock-specific constants.11 The return on the risk-free asset is normalized
to zero.
The economy is populated by mean-variance investors who can be aggregated into a
representative investor with CARA utility and a coe!cient of absolute risk aversion .
The representative investor’s maximization problem is:
h
³
´i
f
max H  exp  Z
{l }

f = Z0 +
s.t. Z

QV
X

l (e
{l  Sl ) =

(1)

l=1

We calculate the first-order conditions with respect to l , taking the market variance  2p as
exogenous. We denote the equilibrium supply held by the investor as xl , and we plug it in

10

When the representative investor buys more of a stock, that stock becomes a larger part of his systematic

portfolio risk, i.e. its beta increases, and thus it requires a higher return.

However, in a well-diversified

portfolio, the stock should represent only a tiny fraction of the portfolio anyway, so this eect should be
negligible.
11

Since the market return is a value-weighted return on individual stocks, the idiosyncratic stock returns

have to add up to zero. We ignore this constraint for analytical convenience. This has a negligible impact
on our results when there is a large number of assets.
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for l . This gives us the equilibrium price:
5
3
4
9
9
X
9
xm em D el
Sl = dl   9  2p C
9
m6=l
7
|
{z
}

depends on systematic risk el

6
:
:
:
+  2p e2l +  hl xl : =
|
{z
}:
8
depends on supply x
¡

¢
2

(2)

l

The price is equal to the expected payo dl minus a discount, where the price discount will
be dominated by the term that does not depend on the stock’s supply.
We pick a one-year holding period, QV = 1> 000, dl = 105, el = 100, and  2hl = 900 for
all stocks and 2p = 0=04 for the market variance. We start by letting the representative
investor hold the entire market portfolio, so that xl = 1 for all stocks.

We also set

 = 1=247 × 1035 which produces an equilibrium market risk premium of 5%. Each stock
will then have a price of 100, market beta of 1, and idiosyncratic standard deviation of
return of 30%.
Now consider a supply shock of 10% to a stock. Suppose, for example, that a new
investor enters the market and buys 10% of the shares of stock l. Plugging in xl = 0=9,
the price of stock l will then increase to 100.00162. In other words, this supply shock will
produce a 0.16 basis point price impact. Part of this impact is due to the decreased supply
of market risk and in fact all stocks would go up by 0.05 bp for this reason, so relative to
the other stocks this stock would go up by 0.11 bp.

This is what the “almost perfectly

horizontal” demand curves mean.12
What is the intuition for the result? In equilibrium, the representative investor is willing
to bear a large amount of systematic market risk for a risk premium of 5%. Given that
he holds large number of stocks (1,000), a 10% supply shock to an individual stock is only
a tiny fraction of his entire portfolio (1/10,000). If he requires a 5% risk premium for an
investment equal to the size of his entire portfolio, he will need only a tiny fraction of that
premium for an investment equal to a tiny fraction of his entire portfolio.

2.2

Empirical Evidence

To estimate the slope of the demand curve for a stock, most studies focus on large supply
shocks where the source can be identified as uninformed both by market participants and

12

These results are not aected by the choice of CARA utility as opposed to CRRA utility. See section

5.4 for more details on CRRA utility.
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the econometrician.

One possible sample is provided by large block trades, studied by

e.g. Scholes (1972) and Holthausen and Leftwich (1987). Seasoned equity oerings provide
another experiment, studied by e.g. Loderer, Cooney, and van Drunen (1991).

Except

for the early study by Scholes, these papers typically find relatively small negative values
for the price elasticity of demand (e.g. a median of 4=31 and mean of 11=1 for Loderer
et al.).13

Trading due to merger arbitrage strategies also seems to produce a significant

price impact (Mitchell, Pulvino, and Staord (2004)) and could be used to extract elasticity
estimates.

Nevertheless, it is generally not easy to control for the information conveyed

by these events, and this could contribute to the relatively wide dispersion in elasticity
estimates across dierent papers.14
A cleaner approach involves changes in widely tracked stock market indices. Shleifer
(1986) uses changes in the S&P 500 index and the consequent demand shocks by investors
tracking the index to measure the slope of the demand curve. Several other papers have
followed this approach and documented a substantial price impact around S&P 500 index
changes (e.g. Lynch and Mendenhall (1997)) which seems to have grown with the popularity
of indexing (Morck and Yang (2001)).

Similar eects have been documented for other

indices in the U.S., such as the Russell indices, as well as for a variety of indices around the
world. The studies for the S&P 500 suggest a price elasticity of demand of approximately
unity.

For example in 2000, there was an approximately 15% cumulative price impact

for index additions and deletions (Petajisto (2004)) while the demand shock by mechanical
indexers was approximately 10% of the shares outstanding of each stock.15
Clearly the actual estimates for the slope of the demand curve are not even remotely
consistent with our simple CAPM calibration. It predicted only a 0.001% price impact for
a 10% demand shock, and adjusting the model’s parameters will not make any meaningful

13

In fact Scholes does find a significant price eect following block trades, but it seems almost unrelated

to the size of a transaction. Since the cross-sectional dispersion in the price eect is large and related to the
identity of the trader, a relationship between trade size and trader identity might account for his finding.
His paper does not show results within subgroups for dierent types of investors.
14

A particularly amusing example of downward-sloping demand curves is provided by Rashes (2001) who

finds significant price impacts even for trades where investors appeared to be confused about ticker symbols
and traded a wrong stock.
15

The size of mechanical indexers is obtained from Standard and Poor’s and the Wall Street Journal, and

it matches the estimates used in other papers (e.g. Blume and Edelen (2001) and Wurgler and Zhuravskaya
(2002)).
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changes to this enormous discrepancy.

While we should not expect a perfect mapping

between a simple model and reality, in this case our CAPM benchmark is obviously missing
some important elements that drive the empirically observed price eect.

2.3

Suggested Alternative Hypotheses

Many dierent hypotheses have been suggested to explain the steep slope of demand curves
for stocks in the context of index addition and deletion.

Yet so far none of the papers

in the literature has attempted to calibrate the commonly suggested hypotheses to actual
data. Could they theoretically explain a significant fraction of the index premium? How
applicable are they?
2.3.1

Liquidity

Stocks in the S&P 500 are typically among the most liquid stocks, which shows in their
greater trading volume and narrower bid-ask spreads.

Perhaps liquidity creates a price

premium for these stocks, along the lines of Amihud and Mendelson (1986). If S&P 500
membership per se increases liquidity, this would explain at least some price impact around
index changes.
However, liquidity has a much harder time explaining price eects for stocks within
an index, i.e. when all stocks concerned are members of the index both before and after
the event. Kaul et al. (2000) investigate an event in the Toronto Stock Exchange where
the public float was o!cially redefined, resulting in changes in index weights across index
stocks. Their estimates imply a price elasticity of demand of about 0=3.16 Greenwood
(2004) studies a large event for the Nikkei 225 index which had a significant price impact
on the stocks that were in the index before and after the event.

When MSCI redefined

its indices (tracked closely by $600 billion and loosely by $3 trillion) to be based on the
float and not the number of shares outstanding, many practitioners were taking speculative
positions in anticipation of intra-index price eects.17

Liquidity, as arising from index

membership per se, cannot account for all these findings.

16

This is the value of

T
T
S
S

calculated by us based on the regression estimates and a 4% market share for

indexers reported in the paper.
17

“MSCI’s Stock Shu"e Turns Managers Into Stock Pickers,” The Wall Street Journal, 11/30/2001.
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2.3.2

Market Segmentation

Merton (1987) suggests that the price of a stock is increasing in its investor base. Applying
his reasoning to our context, the addition of a stock to the S&P 500 could increase its
visibility to investors and make information more widely available. This could then push
up the stock price.
While this explanation could contribute to the eect, it faces the same challenge as the
liquidity hypothesis. It is easy to believe that the investor recognition of a stock depends
on membership in the S&P 500, but it is much harder to explain why it would depend on
the o!cial weight within the index.
Instead of considering shocks to the investor base, we could also look at the increased
risk aversion of active investors arising from a highly segmented market. Perhaps active
investors are so poorly diversified that they cannot aggressively exploit mispricings and
react to uninformed supply shocks.

If we try our CAPM calibration of section 2.1 with

20 stocks instead of 1,000, we still get only a 0.05% price impact.

Even this exposure

to market risk is so large that it implies a very low risk aversion for investors and almost
perfectly horizontal demand curves.
2.3.3

Information

Addition to the S&P 500 may convey positive information about a stock, as suggested by
e.g. Denis et al. (2003). But for information to be the sole explanation, we again run into
the challenge of the intra-index price eects. Other evidence can be obtained from indices
such as the Russell 2000 where membership is based on a mechanical market-cap rule, and
yet we still observe both economically and statistically significant price eects (e.g. Petajisto
(2004)). Practitioners also keep a close eye on changes to other mechanically determined
indices such as the Nasdaq 100.18

In fact even for the S&P 500, the bureaucratic index

changes in July 2002 represent a clearly uninformative event which nevertheless produced
the usual magnitude for the price impact.19

18

“Nasdaq 100 Index Shu"e Is Expected to Bring 13 Changes to List of Stocks,” The Wall Street Journal,

11/12/2001.
19

Barberis, Shleifer, and Wurgler (2004) point out that index membership may in fact change the beta

of a stock.

This could potentially lead to a price impact around index changes.

However, the beta of

a stock cannot change due to index membership unless mechanical fund flows are able to influence prices,
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3

An Explanation with Financial Intermediaries

3.1

Motivation

Finding the fundamental value of a firm is not an easy task. It takes time and eort to
investigate a firm and its environment, including the firm’s products, customers, suppliers,
and competitors, and this has to be done continuously as all of these may change over time.
Coming up with a meaningful valuation also requires some literacy in finance.

While

some individual investors are certainly capable and willing to engage in this activity, it
seems plausible that most of the “smart money” in the market is invested by professionals.
At the end of 2000, large institutional investors accounted for 55% of the market value of
stocks traded on the NYSE, AMEX, and Nasdaq, and one could argue that these institutions
represent an even greater share of relatively informed investors. It may be that individual
investors make the market e!cient not so much by trading stocks directly but by investing
part of their wealth with professional active money managers.20
Such institutions have emerged presumably because there is some fixed cost to becoming
an informed and active market participant. End investors then pay this cost as a fee for the
services provided by the professional money managers. A typical actively managed U.S.
equity mutual fund charges an annual fee of approximately 1.5% of assets under management.21 For end investors this means they should not only consider the possible mispricing
of individual stocks but also whether those mispricings are large enough to justify the costs
of active management.

i.e. unless demand curves slope down.

Hence, any such change in beta should be taken as evidence of

downward-sloping demand curves, but of course it leaves open the question about why demand curves slope
down in the first place.
20

For smaller and transitory order imbalances, it would be realistic to consider the impact of market

makers on the slopes of demand curves. However, membership changes in the S&P 500 represent very large
and permanent supply shocks (and their price impacts persist even after several months), so they have to
be primarily accommodated by other investors with longer investment horizons. Since we are interested in
price eects that last for months or years, we ignore market makers altogether.
21

This is perhaps the most commonly quoted value for the annual fee, but there is some dispersion here.

For example, Kacperczyk, Sialm, and Zheng (2004) report that the average actively managed diversified
U.S. equity fund had an expense ratio of 1.28% of assets under management in 1984-1999.
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3.2

The Model

We consider a setting (Figure 4) similar to the CAPM calibration in section 2.1. The main
dierence is an explicit layer of institutions between end investors and the stock market:
the end investors can invest in the stock market only indirectly through an active manager
(a stock picker) and a passive manager (who just holds the market portfolio).

We also

assume there are exogenous noise traders who hold a randomly chosen portfolio of stocks.22
Since the noise traders deviate from the market portfolio, they create profitable trading
opportunities for the active managers.

We abstract entirely from any potential agency

issues between the money managers and the end investors.
3.2.1

Assets

As before, there are QV stocks (a large number) with a supply of 1 unit each, and a risk-free
asset with an infinitely elastic supply.

One period from now stock l pays a liquidating

dividend of {
el = dl + el |e + hel dollars. Systematic shocks to the economy are represented by
¢
¡
the unexpected return on the market portfolio |e  Q 0>  2p . Idiosyncratic shocks to the
¡
¢
stock are denoted by hel  Q 0>  2hl . dl and el are stock-specific constants. The return

on the risk-free asset is normalized to zero.

To keep the mathematics simple while allowing for a large number of stocks, we make
two assumptions. We let all stocks have the same values of dl , el , and  2hl . We also assume
a continuum of stocks with a measure QV , so that our results depend on the distribution of
noise trader holdings but not on their particular realizations.
3.2.2

End Investors

The economy is populated by mean-variance investors who can be aggregated into a representative investor with CARA utility and a coe!cient of absolute risk aversion  h . Rather
than investing in individual stocks, the end investor can only pick how much to invest in an
actively managed portfolio and the market portfolio, with the rest of his wealth invested in

22

Equivalently, we could assume an unobservable noisy supply for each stock. Since we will be calibrating

the model to plausible parameter values, we prefer to talk explicitly in terms of noise trader holdings.
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the risk-free asset. He then maximizes:
´i
h
³
f1
max H  exp  h Z

{Zd >Zs }

f1 = Z0 + Zd U
ed + Zs U
ep >
s.t. Z

(3)

ed and U
ep are the excess returns on the actively managed portfolio and the market
where U
portfolio, respectively, and Zd and Zs are the dollar allocations to each.

el and the price of the market portfolio as Sp ,
Denoting the excess return on stock l as U

we can write the portfolio returns as

ed =
U

ep =
U

ÃQ
V
X

el
yl U

l=1
QV
X

1
Sp

l=1

!

 id

el >
Sl U

(4)

(5)

so the active portfolio has weights yl and a constant proportional fee id on the portfolio
return, while the market portfolio is simply a value-weighted average of individual stock
ep +e
ed = d + d U
%d where
returns. We can also decompose the active portfolio return into U
¡
¢
%d  Q 0>  2d . Then the after-fee abnormal
 d is the market beta of the portfolio and e
return d and the idiosyncratic variance  2d of the manager’s portfolio are given by:
d =

QV
X

yl l  id

(6)

yl2  2l

(7)

l=1

 2d =

QV
X
l=1

where l and  2l denote the abnormal return and the idiosyncratic variance of return for
stock l.
We assume the end investor knows the expected returns and variances on the active
portfolio and the passive market portfolio (but not on individual stocks). These are summary statistics of the stock market which can be learned over time in a repeated-game
setting, whereas the alpha of an individual stock is randomly drawn each period and thus
cannot be learned over time.
3.2.3

Active Managers

An active manager oers the end investor a portfolio with weights {yl } and a proportional
fee i . We assume that there is a market for active managers: anyone can become an active
14

manager by paying a fixed dollar cost F. It allows the manager to learn the stock-specific
parameters dl , el , and  2hl and then actively pick an e!cient portfolio.

The manager

recovers this fixed cost by imposing a fee which is a constant percentage of assets under
management.23
Active managers compete with one another to provide the end investor with a portfolio
that maximizes his expected utility (3), subject to the constraint that the managers have
to earn their costs at the end investor’s optimal allocation Zd = ZdW .
Since we assume a fixed dollar cost but no diseconomies of scale, in equilibrium with free
entry there will be only one active manager whose total fee is exactly enough to cover his
fixed cost F. If the manager’s fee exceeds his cost, someone else will step in, undercut the fee
of the incumbent, and win the business of all end investors.24 In reality we of course observe
a large number of competing yet coexisting actively managed funds, even within relatively
narrow market segments, which suggests the presence of some organizational diseconomies
of scale.25

While it would certainly be realistic to include these considerations in our

model, in this paper our main objective is instead to find out how the intermediaries and
their proportional fee aect the cross-sectional pricing of assets, and here a simpler structure
for the mutual fund industry should help us keep our main result as clear as possible.
We allow the active managers to take both long and short positions, so the value of
their stock portfolios could be zero or even negative. Yet in reality, all positions require
capital — even short-only funds are constrained in their positions by the amount of capital

23

Note that it would be very di!cult to maintain any other kind of fee structure in equilibrium. Since

portfolios are virtually costless to repackage, any nonlinear pricing (including nonlinear fees) would represent
an arbitrage opportunity. Not surprisingly, linear fee structures also appear to be the norm in practice.
We abstract away from return-based incentive fees since 98% of U.S. mutual funds do not have such fees
(Elton, Gruber, and Blake (2003)).
24

Perhaps more realistically, we could divide the economy into q segments (industries), each with a fixed

cost of
25

F
.
q

In equilibrium we can then have q active managers who each specialize in one segment.

Chen, Hong, Huang, and Kubik (2004) discuss the organizational diseconomies of an actively managed

fund.

They find empirical evidence that such diseconomies do erode fund performance.

Alternative

approaches are presented by Hortacsu and Syverson (2004) who suggest search costs to explain the existence
of a large number of funds (including funds with dierent fees yet virtually identical portfolios), while
Mamaysky and Spiegel (2002) suggest that multiple funds could exist to cater to investors’ heterogeneous
preferences.
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they have. To capture this notion, we require that
X
yl = 1=

(8)

yl A0

This represents a collateral requirement where all the cash generated by short sales is
invested in the risk-free asset.26 It creates the necessary link between the amount of wealth

a manager controls and the size of the positions he is able to take. The dollar amount the
manager invests in stock l is Zd yl , so the magnitude of the yl ’s is an innocuous normalization
(determined together with Zd ), but it is important that the manager’s portfolio costs
something.
We assume the management fee i is based on the combined size of the long position
and the short position. The dollar fee is thus given by
i

QV
X
l=1

which translates to a fee of

|Zd yl | = iZd

id = i

QV
X
l=1

QV
X
l=1

|yl | >

(9)

|yl |

(10)

as a fraction of the portfolio investment Zd . We choose this definition as an appropriate
compromise for two reasons: First, it treats long and short positions symmetrically, not
creating the false appearance of costless short positions. Second, if the percentage fee was
only based on long positions (generating a dollar fee of i Zd ), this would artificially diminish
the eect of the fee in our calibrations,27 since the manager in our model neither charges
a large incentive fee (like hedge funds do) nor does he get to charge a percentage fee for a
large investment in the market portfolio (like mutual funds do). In section 5.5 we explain
how more realistic interpretations for the fee will magnify its eect even further.
3.2.4

Equilibrium between End Investor and Active Manager

We have to solve for the equilibrium choice variables Zd , Zs , {yl }, and i in two stages.
The end investor chooses his optimal allocations Zd and Zs , taking the excess returns on
the market portfolio and the active portfolio as exogenous. We can write this problem as:
" Ã
!!#
Ã
QV
X
X
ep + Zd
el  i
yl U
|yl |
=
(11)
max H x Z0 + Zs U
Zd >Zs

26

l

l=1

Investors are usually required to deposit 102% of the cash proceeds of the short sale with their broker

(D’Avolio (2002)).
27

If the dollar fee is defined simply as i Zd , the price eects in our calibrations are cut exactly in half.
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Since the optimal allocations will depend on the manager’s choices {yl } and i , we can write
them as functions ZdW ({yl } > i ) and ZsW ({yl } > i ).

The active manager chooses portfolio weights {yl } and the fee i to maximize the same
objective function, taking into account his own impact on the end investor’s optimal choices
ZdW ({yl } > i ) and ZsW ({yl } > i ):

" Ã

ep + Zd
max H x Z0 + Zs U

{yl }>i

s.t. iZd

QV
X
l=1

Ã
X
l

el  i
yl U

QV
X
l=1

|yl |

|yl |  F=

!!#
(12)

There are two conceptual dierences in the two optimization problems: First, the active
manager faces the constraint that he has to cover his fixed cost F, while the end investor
does not observe the constraint. Second, the end investor maximizes for exogenous values
of {yl } and i , while the active manager realizes that the end investor’s response depends
on the manager’s actions.28

Hence, this is a natural case of Stackelberg equilibrium,

where the manager is the Stackelberg leader who maximizes the objective function with full
anticipation of the individually optimal response of the end investor.
After some algebra, we obtain the optimal allocations to the active and passive portfolios:
h i
ed   d 
H U
d
=
(13)
ZdW =
 h  2d
 h  2d
h i
ep
H U

W
  d ZdW =
  d ZdW >
(14)
Zs =
2
 h p
 h  2p
where  denotes the market risk premium. When we plug these expressions into the active
manager’s maximization problem (12), we can write the objective function in terms of the
certainty equivalent of the end investor:
5
1
Z0 +
2 h

6

9
9µ
¶2
9

9
+
9 p
9 | {z }
7
Sharpe ratio
of market

28

¶
d 2
d
| {z }
µ

appraisal ratio of
active portfolio

:
:
:
:=
:
:
8

(15)

These dierences arise because the end investor represents a large number of small individual investors.

Each one of them will necessarily be a price taker and will have negligible impact on the proportional fee i
and the aggregate allocation Zd .
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The end investor’s expected utility thus depends on the Sharpe ratio of the market and
the appraisal ratio of the active portfolio.

In other words, problem (12) is equivalent to

maximizing the appraisal ratio of the active portfolio, subject to the constraint that the
manager cover the fixed cost.

This portfolio advice is naturally consistent with Treynor

and Black (1973) who also advocate the appraisal ratio as an appropriate objective for an
active manager.
Solving the manager’s problem (12), we find that the optimal portfolio weights are linear
in alpha (see the appendix):

4

3
1

yl = C P

m
m A0  2m

D l =
 2l

(16)

Note that these are the same intuitive portfolio weights a standard CARA investor would
choose.
The dollar demand of the active manager for stock l can then be expressed as
Zl = Zd yl = P

Zd

m
m A0  2m

l
l
=
>
2
l
 2l

(17)

where we defined the “eective risk aversion” of the active manager as
=

1 X m
=
Zd  A0  2m

(18)

m

This is the implied coe!cient of absolute risk aversion of the active manager if he was a
CARA investor investing his own wealth.29 Since the manager simply invests all his assets
under management in stocks, his eective risk aversion is directly determined by the end
investor’s dollar allocation to him.

Yet this notation is very useful, as it simplifies our

equations and oers a convenient interpretation in the equilibrium analysis.
3.2.5

Market Clearing

There are three groups of investors holding stock l:
the same fraction xs =
market portfolio.

Zs
Sp

First, the passive manager holds

of the supply of each stock, where Sp is the price of the

His demand will therefore depend not on the price of stock l but on

the price of the aggregate market portfolio. Second, noise traders hold a random supply
¢
¡
xlq  Q 0>  2x which is independent of price. These are the investors who create profitable
29

The manager’s true personal risk aversion is not even defined, as he has no personal wealth or utility

function.
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trading opportunities for sophisticated stock pickers. Third, the active manager holds the
remaining supply xl . Thus it is the active manager whose actions will determine the crosssectional pricing of stocks.

Together, the demand of the three investors adds up to the

supply of the stock:
xs + xlq + xl = 1=

(19)

The equilibrium price of stock l will then be
Sl =

dl 
|{z}

expected
payo

el 
|{z}

discount for
market risk

  2hl xl =
| {z }

(20)

deviation
from CAPM

This yields an alpha which is linear in the position xl of the active manager:
l =

 2hl
xl =
Sl

(21)

By construction, the market portfolio will always have an alpha of zero. This implies
¡
¢
that xl  Q 0>  2x . In other words, the active manager will hold an equal number of

shares in his long and short positions, so his exposure to market risk will automatically be
zero.

We then have five remaining equilibrium variables: the allocations Zd and Zs to the
active and passive managers, the market risk premium , as well as the fee i and the
eective risk aversion  of the active manager.

We also have five equations: two for the

allocations, one for the portfolio value of the active manager, one for the market clearing of
stock l, and one for the dollar fee. After some algebra, we obtain the following:
Proposition 1 The equilibrium is given by:
 =

 h  2P
QV d   h  2P

Zs = QV d   h  2P
#
"r
2
QV  x
2
(d  e)   h  h  x
Zd =
2

i

=

q

F

(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

2


(d  e) QV  x
r µ
¶
2 d  e
 = h +
i=
  2h  x

(26)

Here  2P denotes the dollar variance of the market portfolio. We leave some expressions
in terms of the market risk premium  to keep them simple, and we leave the last expression
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in terms of the endogenous variable i as we prefer to calibrate the model to a percentage
fee rather than a dollar cost.

3.3

Analysis of Equilibrium

The model has essentially three free and meaningful parameters to pick: the length of the
time period, the active manager’s fixed cost F (which produces a fee i ), and the dispersion
in noise traders’ holdings  x .

For the rest of the parameters we either get reasonably

good estimates from actual data (the market risk premium and volatilities) or they do not
matter for our results (price normalization or the exact number of stocks). The model’s
restrictions then determine the joint equilibrium distributions of xl , Sl , and l , which in
turn determine the slope of the demand curve for a stock.
In the first calibration, we want to be as close as possible to the CAPM benchmark of
section 2.1. We set the length of the period to one year, the number of stocks QV = 1> 000,
the risk aversion of the end investors  h = 1=247 × 1035 (to produce a market risk premium
of  = 0=05), d = 105 (to normalize the average price to 100), e = 100 (to set the beta
of the market portfolio  p = 1),  2P = 4 × 108 (to get a standard deviation of 20% for
the market return),  2h = 900 (to get a standard deviation of 30% for idiosyncratic stock
return), and the dispersion in noise trader holdings  x = 0=1 (so that the 95% confidence
interval for noise trader holdings is 40% of the supply of the stock). We again investigate
the price impact of an exogenous 10% supply shock which would correspond to a stock
being added to the S&P 500. We then perform the same calibration with the time period
set to 5 years instead of 1 year.
The expression for the eective risk aversion of the active manager perhaps most clearly
reveals the unique feature of our equilibrium:
r µ
¶
2 d  e
i=
 = h +
  2h  x

(27)

If the fee i charged by the active manager is zero, then the active manager’s risk aversion
will match that of the representative end investor, and the model collapses to the CAPM
benchmark. Exactly as before, a 10% supply shock to a typical stock will increase the
price of the stock by only 0.11 basis points.

However, the fee i has a very significant

first-order eect on  — even a tiny fee of 0.1% would increase  by a factor of 70. Table 1
illustrates the eect of the fee on the equilibrium distribution of alphas, on the eective risk
20

95% confidence

eective risk

price impact of a

interval for l

aversion 

10% supply shock

0

[0=0022%> 0=0023%]

1=25 × 1035

0=0011%

0=1%

[0=16%> 0=16%]

8=99 × 1034

0=081%

0=5%

[0=79%> 0=81%]

4=45 × 1033

0=40%

1=0%

[1=6%> 1=6%]

8=88 × 1033

0=80%

1=5%

[2=3%> 2=5%]

1=33 × 1032

1=20%

2=0%

[3=1%> 3=3%]

1=77 × 1032

1=60%

fee

Table 1: The eect of the management fee; one-year horizon.

95% CI: cumulative

eective risk

price impact of a

l over 5 years

aversion 

10% supply shock

0

[0=012%> 0=012%]

1=25 × 1035

0=0062%

0=1%

[0=80%> 0=82%]

8=15 × 1034

0=41%

0=5%

[3=8%> 4=2%]

4=02 × 1033

2=0%

1=0%

[7=4%> 8=7%]

8=04 × 1033

4=0%

1=5%

[11%> 14%]

1=20 × 1032

6=0%

2=0%

[14%> 19%]

1=61 × 1032

8=0%

annual fee

Table 2: The eect of the management fee; five-year horizon.
aversion, and on the price impact of a 10% supply shock with a 1-year horizon. Table 2
shows the same results with a 5-year horizon.
With a 1-year horizon and a realistic fee of 1.5% of assets under management, we get
a price impact of 1.20%.

This is some orders of magnitude (about 1,000 times) greater

than in the classical CAPM case with a zero fee.

For even very small values of the fee

(0.1%), the risk aversion of the end investors actually becomes irrelevant to the eective
risk aversion of the active manager.
With a 5-year horizon, the price eects are scaled up approximately by a factor of 5.
Now a 10% supply shock produces a price impact of 6%, which is economically a very
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significant amount and roughly equal to one half of the S&P 500 index premium. While
the crucial deviation from the CAPM arises solely due to the fee, the horizon also matters
a great deal if we want to get close to the empirically observed price eect.
Regardless of the horizon, our results are in stark contrast to traditional representative
agent models where end investors’ risk aversion shows up both in the pricing of market risk
and in the pricing of idiosyncratic risk. In our setting, no such link exists. The market
portfolio is still priced according to the risk aversion of the end investors, but the crosssectional pricing of stocks is determined separately by the fee charged by the professional
stock pickers.
What exactly is driving this result? The cross-sectional pricing of stocks is determined
by the active manager who is constrained to invest exactly 100% of the wealth allocated
to him by the end investors. In equilibrium the end investors will have to be indierent
between the actively managed portfolio, which has a positive alpha but charges a fee, and
the passively managed portfolio, which has a zero alpha but also a zero fee.

Hence, the

before-fee alpha of the active portfolio has to be approximately equal to the fee. This in
turn implies that the dispersion in the alphas of individual stocks has to be su!ciently wide
in equilibrium to produce the nontrivial portfolio alpha.

The dispersion in alphas thus

represents an equilibrium level of “ine!ciency” in the market, measured with respect to the
active manager’s information set.30>31
The alpha curve for a stock and the equilibrium distribution of alphas in the entire
population of stocks are shown in figure 1. The dotted lines indicate the typical positive
and negative stock positions of the manager, i.e. the ones where he just covers the fee of

30

Here the stock market is not “e!cient” in the traditional sense because an active manager can pick

stocks that outperform the market. But since this outperformance cannot be obtained without a cost and
in equilibrium the cost largely eliminates the gains from outperformance, we could reasonably define this
market as e!cient.
31

Alternatively, we could write the stochastic discount factor of the economy as
QV

p
h =13

[

|h 3 
xl hhl =
2
p
l=1

The first random term accounts for the systematic discount of a stock due to market risk (the CAPM price).
The remaining random terms account for the idiosyncratic mispricings of individual stocks.

There is no

structure to these mispricings — only the active managers conducting fundamental analysis of individual
firms are able to identify them.
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Abnormal return on a stock

Alpha

5%

1.5%
0
-1.5%

-5%

-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

-0.1
0
0.1
0.2
Supply held by active investor

0.3

5

Density

4
3
2
1
0

-0.2

Figure 1: The alpha of an individual stock, and the distributions of alphas and active
manager’s stock holdings (xl ) in the entire population of stocks.
1.5%. The slope of the alpha curve is now about 1,000 times greater than in the CAPM
benchmark.
Regardless of the horizon, the distribution of annual alphas is the same.

Yet the

pricing results are very dierent, because the alphas across the entire period are capitalized
into prices today (figure 2).

With a 1-year horizon, a 1% annual alpha translates to a

1% underpricing, but with a 5-year horizon the same 1% annual alpha translates to a 5%
underpricing.
How should we interpret the horizon of the model? In a one-period model, the horizon
is essentially a period of time after which prices fully converge to their fundamental values.
Yet in reality, no such convergence is guaranteed for stocks. It is thus better to think in
terms of the expected half-life of a mispricing — e.g., the 5-year horizon should be interpreted
as an expected half-life of 2.5 years for a mispricing.
The choice of an appropriate horizon then becomes primarily an empirical question.
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Stock price -- 5-year horizon
110

105

105
Price

Price

Stock price -- 1-year horizon
110

100
95

95

-0.2 -0.1

0

0.1

90

0.2

5

5

4

4
Density

Density

90

100

3
2
1
0

-0.2 -0.1

0

0.1

0.2

3
2
1
0

-0.2 -0.1
0
0.1 0.2
Supply held by active investor

-0.2 -0.1
0
0.1 0.2
Supply held by active investor

Figure 2: The price of an individual stock, and the distributions of prices and active manager’s stock holdings in the entire population of stocks, for 1-year and 5-year horizons. The
distribution of annual alphas is the same in each case, but since the alphas over the entire period are capitalized into prices today, the longer horizon scales up the “mispricings”
today.
DeBondt and Thaler (1985) find slow mean reversion in returns over a 3-5-year period,
while Jegadeesh and Titman (2001) find momentum at a 1-year horizon and a partial or
full reversal (depending on the sample period) over the following 4 years. This suggests that
mispricings may indeed take several years to reverse. Cohen, Gompers, and Vuolteenaho
(2002) construct a VAR model which allows them to estimate the reversal of a pure expectedreturn shock. Their results indicate a half-life of at least 2.5 years (figures 5 and 6 in the
appendix).
In the context of index changes, the price impact seems to last at least for 2 months, but
beyond that our tests start to lose power to distinguish between alternatives. Professional
investors seem to have divergent views on this topic, with some of them believing a stock
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will have a permanent premium as long as it stays in the index.

Certainly a full 1-year

reversal seems implausible, as it would oer easy opportunities to earn 15% annual alphas.32
More generally, if a moderate mispricing can exist today, how can we be so sure it cannot
exist tomorrow?
Overall, a half-life of 2.5 years for a mispricing seems roughly consistent with empirical
evidence, so we adopt the 5-year horizon as a reasonable compromise. The main virtue of
the 1-year horizon is that it makes the numbers in the calibration a little more transparent.
The model’s predicted 6% price impact for S&P 500 index changes should still be considered a lower bound for the eect we describe. We have assumed frictionless short selling,
and consequently the actively managed portfolio turned out to be a market-neutral longshort portfolio. In reality mutual funds almost never take short positions, and they carry
heavy exposure to systematic market risk. In section 5.5 we discuss how to interpret our
model in a more realistic context. It turns out this further increases the predicted price
eect — with plausible parameter values we get a 15% eect for S&P 500 index changes.
While we should not expect our simple model to be an accurate predictor of real-life price
impact, the numbers from our calibrations should be taken as evidence that the mechanism
we describe is economically significant and has the potential to explain a large part of the
empirically observed price eects.

4

Empirical Implications

4.1

Predictions

The most immediate testable prediction of the model is the overall magnitude of the slopes
of demand curves under reasonable parameter values. This was already discussed in the
numerical calibration of the previous section.
Most of the model’s other testable implications stem from two equations:
Sl = dl  el    2hl xl
r µ
¶
2 d  e
i=
 = h +
  2h  x

(28)
(29)

The price of a stock is given by its CAPM price (dl  el ) minus a deviation ( 2hl xl ) due
32

There is anecdotal evidence that hedge funds tend to bet in favor of the index eect, taking advantage

of its drift between the announcement and eective days, as opposed to betting against it.
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to idiosyncratic risk.33 As the equilibrium holdings (xl ) of the active manager change, the
price impact is given by the dollar variance ( 2hl ) of the stock’s payo times the eective
risk aversion () of the active manager. The price elasticity of demand for stock l is then
gTl
Tl
gSl
Sl

=

gxl
1
gSl
Sl

= Sl

gxl
Sl
= 2 =
gSl
 hl

(30)

Implication 1 The demand curve is steeper for stocks with greater idiosyncratic risk.
The eective risk aversion of the active manager is supposed to be the same across
all stocks. However, if the stock market is segmented so that each active manager (stock
picker) generally focuses on a subset of the available stocks,34 we may also see some variation
in the manager’s eective risk aversion as his fee changes from one segment to another.
Implication 2 The demand curve is steeper for stocks in segments of the market with a
greater fee for active management.
Implication 3 The demand curve is steeper for stocks in segments of the market with a
greater cost of information acquisition.
The latter implication holds when the fee for active management is related to the information acquisition cost of the manager.
Implication 4 The demand curve is steeper for stocks in segments of the market with less
dispersion in noise trader holdings.
It may be somewhat surprising that a larger dispersion of noise trader holdings actually
makes demand curves more horizontal and in that sense makes the market more e!cient.
The reason is that the equilibrium dispersion of alphas across stocks has to be the same as
the active managers still earn their fees, but now the same dispersion of alphas exists over a
wider range of the managers’ stock holdings, so the change in alpha (and price) for a supply

33

Note that the deviation is sometimes positive and sometimes negative (depending on the sign of xl ),

so idiosyncratic risk alone will not be linked to expected returns.
34

In fact, if there is no segmentation, then small firms (measured by operating size such as revenues) will

always command a smaller risk premium in equilibrium, giving rise to an inverse size eect.

When the

market is segmented, it is possible to maintain a relatively constant density of investors in each stock. We
address these issues explicitly in a separate appendix to this paper.
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shock of a given size is smaller. In other words, a noise trader can minimize his own price
impact by trading in stocks where the volatility of aggregate noise trader holdings is high.
Our model also implies that noise traders can move prices, and in fact they can increase
the volatility of a stock beyond the volatility of its fundamentals.
Implication 5 Stocks with a greater volatility of noise trader holdings will exhibit greater
price volatility, unless the shocks to noise trader holdings are inversely correlated with fundamental news.

4.2

Evidence

The link between active management fees and the slopes of demand curves is tested in a
separate paper (Petajisto (2004)), which provides empirical evidence from the large-cap and
small-cap segments of the market using data from S&P 500 and Russell 2000 index changes.
It finds that small-cap stocks exhibit steeper demand curves than large-cap stocks, which is
consistent with the higher management fees of active small-cap mutual funds. Naturally,
it would be interesting to test this prediction even more broadly across various market
segments or multiple countries.
The predicted cross-sectional link between idiosyncratic risk and demand curves is
strongly confirmed by empirical tests for both indices (Petajisto (2004)).

5

Interpretations and Further Discussion

5.1

Welfare Analysis: Institutions Maximize E!ciency of Prices

5.1.1

Measures of Welfare

Let us turn to a broader question: Given an exogenous fixed cost F to actively managing a
stock portfolio, what would be the optimal market design for investors? Does it resemble
the one we assumed in our model?
The appropriate group for welfare analysis are the noise traders.35 How much are they
hurt because of their randomly chosen portfolio? This is determined directly by the slopes

35

Since there is an exogenous positive supply of risky assets, the rational investors could potentially

collude by withholding their investments and thus driving expected dollar returns to infinity. Thus their
expected utility expressed in terms of certainty equivalent is unbounded, and welfare analysis for them is
not meaningful.
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of the demand curves for stocks — the steeper the demand curves, the more the noise trades
will push prices against themselves. For example, anyone who needs to trade a stock for
liquidity reasons would like to be facing as flat demand curves as possible. Moreover, the
flatter the demand curves, the closer prices will be to their fundamental values. The slopes
of demand curves will therefore also be a good measure of the informational e!ciency of
market prices.
5.1.2

Maximizing Welfare across All Market Designs

The optimization problem is then to minimize the slopes of demand curves, subject to the
constraint that rational investors are still willing to hold market-clearing quantities of stocks
in the cross-section while bearing the cost F.
| + hel , and its supply available to active
The payo of stock l is given by {
el = d + ee

investors is again xl . The payo of the entire active portfolio when we include the fixed
cost F is given by

e=
[

"Q
V
X
l=1

#

xl {
el  F =

The price of the portfolio is S =

PQV

"Q
V
X
l=1

l=1 xl Sl .

#

xl (d + ee
| + hel )  F=

(31)

Since the noise traders take the opposite side of the trade against active investors, they
want to maximize the price of this portfolio. Hence, the welfare maximization problem is:
max
S> f

h i
e S
H [
h i
s.t.
e
 f Y du [

S
 1

f  h=

(32)

The collective absolute risk aversion of all investors is  h . A subset of them with a collective
absolute risk aversion  f chooses to bear the risk of the active portfolio. The first constraint
requires that the demand by this subset of investors for the active portfolio has to be at least
equal to its supply of 1 unit. The second constraint points out that since this group is a
subset of all investors, its absolute risk aversion cannot be lower than that of all investors.
At the optimum, both constraints clearly have to be binding. Hence, we find that
h i
h i
e = S=
e   h Y du [
H [
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(33)

¢
¡
Given the same noise trader holdings as before, we have xl  Q 0>  2x . The systematic
parts of the payos cancel out and we can write:
#
"Q
V
X
e
xl hel  F
[ =

(34)

l=1

h i
e = F
H [

QV
h i
X
e
x2l  2h = QV  2x  2h =
Y du [ =

(35)
(36)

l=1

Hence, the optimum price of the portfolio will have to satisfy:
S = F   h QV  2x  2h =

(37)

To check the optimality of our model with institutions, we compute the price of the
active portfolio using the equilibrium stock prices (20) we found earlier:
S =

QV
X
l=1

xl Sl =

QV
X
l=1

QV
X
¡
¢
xl d  e   2hl xl = 
x2l  2hl = QV  2x  2h =

(38)

l=1

We find the value of  from equations (25) and (26):
 = h +

F
=
QV  2x  2h

Thus the price in our model will be
µ
¶
F
S =  h +
QV  2x  2h = F   h QV  2x  2h >
QV  2x  2h

(39)

(40)

which turns out to be equal to the welfare-maximizing price (37).
Hence, the optimal market design which produces the flattest demand curves for a fixed
cost F is precisely the structure we assumed in the model. Our institutional setting is the
way to implement this market design.36
5.1.3

Endogenous Institutions

There is a simple reason why the presence of financial institutions is an optimal market
design. The institutions allow every investor in the economy to share the risk of the active
portfolio, which in turn allows more aggressive trading against the noise traders.

The

proportional fee maintains this equilibrium because it prevents the investors from trading

36

See the appendix for a further discussion of optimal market designs.
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so aggressively that alphas would be driven to zero. The equilibrium alphas are just large
enough to cover the fixed cost F, and due to e!cient risk-sharing there are no additional
costs.37
Hence, far from being a friction in our model, institutions actually help us mitigate
the friction arising from the underlying cost. They bring prices closer to the neoclassical
CAPM benchmark, thus making the market more informationally e!cient.38

5.2

Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) and the Necessity of Institutions

Our basic economic story with an “equilibrium degree of disequilibrium” is very much in
the spirit of the insightful paper by Grossman and Stiglitz (1980).39 Could we perhaps use
their model to explain downward-sloping demand curves?
Grossman and Stiglitz present a single-asset model with informed investors, uninformed
investors, and noise traders.

The informed traders observe a signal of the fundamental

value of the asset. The uninformed investors use the price of the asset to infer the signal
of the informed, but the inference is noisy due to the unobserved holdings of noise traders.
An uninformed investor can also become informed by paying a certain cost. The fraction of
investors who choose to become informed is determined endogenously, so that in equilibrium

37

The certainty equivalent of the CARA investors for investing in the active portfolio is 12  h QV  2x  2h . This

is independent of the cost, and since F = 0 represents the CAPM, this means that the rational investors are
indierent between our model and a standard CAPM world. The cost does not matter to them because in
our model demand curves will be steeper to let the investors exactly cover the cost.
38

This discussion is about demand curves in general. In the context of the S&P 500, one might ask why

there is no actively managed fund that exclusively takes positions against index funds around index changes,
especially since these events are almost costless to identify.
We can only speculate on possible answers: If such index changes were very common, we would indeed
expect such funds to emerge, but the current number of index changes may still be too small to justify
establishing a separate fund for that purpose only.

Since the price eects may last for many years (the

empirical evidence here has been inconclusive), the annual alpha for such a fund need not be so dramatically
high. The fund would also not be very well diversified — in particular it would be exposed to the systematic
risk of the index premium going up, which is exactly what happened in the 1990s as large amounts of money
flowed into S&P 500 index funds.
39

In fact, Allen and Gale (1994) come remarkably close to Grossman and Stiglitz (1980). Similarly, the

most fundamental dierence between our paper and theirs (namely, the delegation of portfolio management)
is the same.
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the investors are indierent between the two choices.

The cost of becoming informed

determines the equilibrium level of “ine!ciency” in the market.
Part of the reason demand curves slope down in that model is that the uninformed investors cannot distinguish whether a supply shock came from the informed traders (because
they received good news about the stock) or the noise traders (conveying no information
about the stock). However, we are concerned about demand curves for stocks in the absence of new information. For example, when a stock is added to the S&P 500, every active
trader in the stock who is not consciously ignoring news will know who the new buyers are
and why the stock price went up. Thus any price eect from index addition would have to
come from the risk aversion of the investors and not the rational expectations story of the
model.
Let us then investigate a multi-asset generalization of the Grossman-Stiglitz model to
see if it would fit better. Assume that in a large cross-section of stocks, the uninformed
investors are completely passive and thus have a perfectly inelastic demand.40 Prices are
then exclusively set by the informed investors.
To generate the same slope for the demand curve as in our model with a fee of 1.5%,
the informed investors would have to have a collective risk aversion equal to the eective
risk aversion of our active manager (Table 2 on page 21). Since this is about 1,000 times
the absolute risk aversion of all investors in the economy, it implies that one investor out of
1,000 would choose to become informed. Essentially this investor faces a trade-o: either
he is uninformed and holds a tiny fraction of the market portfolio, or he becomes informed
and suddenly takes large enough positions to accommodate all the demand shocks due to
noise traders.
It seems like a stretch to say that this huge increase in his risky portfolio (almost 100fold in our calibration) comes from the investor’s personal wealth or personal borrowing
which would require collateral.

Instead we could interpret this more plausibly as the

investor becoming an informed intermediary who primarily invests other people’s money.

40

When the cross-section of firms exhibits wide dispersion in operating sizes and scaled-price ratios, these

simple measures become virtually useless for the time-series trading of an individual stock. Without more
detailed stock-specific information, the uninformed investors can therefore only have an almost perfectly
inelastic demand for an individual stock.
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Certainly the incentive of an informed investor to sell money-management services to others
is considerable.
This takes us to the central issue: once the investor starts investing other people’s money,
we can no longer use his personal risk aversion to explain his investment behavior!

His

eective risk aversion would now be determined by how much wealth other investors are
willing to allocate to him. Yet the Grossman-Stiglitz setting eectively assumes even the
informed investors still keep investing their own wealth but they just borrow massively
to finance their very large portfolios.

Thus the model is missing the crucial part of the

mechanism which is the trade-o of end investors (uninformed investors) when allocating
wealth to active managers (informed investors) and the resulting equilibrium value for the
eective risk aversion of the active managers.
Hence, to answer our question about equilibrium slopes of demand curves, we do indeed
need something like our model where the delegation of portfolio management is made explicit. Costly information acquisition, conducted by individual investors directly, would be
very hard to reconcile with a plausible multi-asset equilibrium.

5.3

Transaction Costs

Could we perhaps interpret the management fee in our model as a transaction cost that
the representative investor has to pay when trading individual stocks? Would this produce
results similar to our setup with financial intermediaries?
The first immediate challenge for transaction costs is their magnitude. Stocks added to
the S&P 500 typically have a market capitalization of several billion dollars. Transaction
costs for turning around a position in such mid-cap and large-cap stocks can even be less
than 0.1%. Yet the S&P 500 premium is about 15%, which is certainly su!cient to produce
abnormal returns even net of transaction costs.

Moreover, some of the largest additions

such as Goldman Sachs, UPS, and Microsoft have had the lowest transaction costs, yet they
have experienced some of the largest price impacts.
The more fundamental challenge is that when end investors trade stocks directly, they
will very aggressively exploit any alphas net of transaction costs, again due to the low
risk aversion implied by the market risk premium, so that in equilibrium such abnormal
returns cannot exist.

Yet empirical evidence on demand curves shows that prices (and

alphas) change smoothly even beyond the transaction cost as we vary the size of the supply
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shock. A story based on transaction costs cannot match this key feature of demand curves
exhibited by our model.41

5.4

CRRA Utility

In a multi-asset setting, the normal distribution for stock returns combined with CARA
utility oers by far the greatest analytical convenience. However, this may leave us wondering whether our results are robust to other forms of utility functions such as CRRA
utility.
The conceptual dierence introduced by CRRA utility is that when an investor evaluates
an additional idiosyncratic gamble, his local coe!cient of absolute risk aversion will now be
random. It depends on his future level of wealth which is determined by the random outcomes of his other investments. The outcome of systematic market shocks overwhelmingly
dominates idiosyncratic random shocks — in our model with 1,000 stocks the dollar variance
of aggregate market risk is about 50,000 times the dollar variance of the aggregate actively
managed portfolio.

Hence, we can think of the market shock as determining the repre-

sentative investor’s level of future wealth and thus his future local coe!cient of absolute
risk aversion, and then evaluate idiosyncratic gambles assuming a constant (yet randomly
drawn) level of local risk aversion.
We investigate two separate cases: the CAPM calibration (section 2.1) and our model
itself (section 3). We assume the investor’s entire wealth is invested in the market portfolio,
which provides an upper bound for any wealth eects.
We start by assuming the market return is lognormally distributed. This makes the investor’s future wealth and hence the future local coe!cient of risk aversion also lognormally
distributed.

We then approximate the coe!cient of absolute risk aversion by a normal

distribution. Using this random risk aversion, we derive the investor’s demand for a small
idiosyncratic payo. If this approximated equilibrium demand by a CRRA investor is the

41

Introducing heterogeneity into the beliefs of investors would not make transaction costs a more plausible

explanation.

In equilibrium the end investors would be able to disagree about the value of a stock only

within the narrow bands of the transaction cost; otherwise they would take extreme positive and negative
positions in individual stocks (far beyond anything we observe in the real market).
Similarly, any attempt to obtain large price eects from investor disagreement in the model of Fama and
French (2004) will face the same issue of counterfactually large short interest in individual stocks.
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same as that by a regular CARA investor, then both the CARA and CRRA utility must
also produce the same equilibrium prices.
In the CAPM calibration, a numerical calculation with a one-year horizon verifies that
the demand for an idiosyncratic payo by a CRRA investor is virtually identical to that
by a CARA investor — the negligible price impact of 0.11 bp for a 1-year horizon increases
by only 4% (0.004 bp), while the 5-year price impact increases by 20%, both of which are
meaningless in absolute terms (see the appendix). In the model itself, we simply replace the
idiosyncratic payo of a single stock with the idiosyncratic payo of the actively managed
portfolio, and we again get the same result for both utility specifications. This is perhaps
not surprising, because the wealth eects induced by CRRA utility can only show up when
there is very large variation in the investor’s future wealth.42

5.5

Interpretation of Long-Short Positions

How should we think about our model in a realistic world where only a small fraction of
investors ever take short positions?
In our earlier calibration, the 95% confidence interval for the holdings of both the noise
traders and the active managers was [20%> 20%] of the supply of the stock, while the
passive manager held exactly 100% of the market portfolio. If we simply shift 20% of the
market portfolio to the active managers and 20% to the noise traders, the individual stock
positions begin to look more reasonable, as the noise traders and the active managers would
short only about 2% of the stocks. The active managers would hold large positions in the
market portfolio, but they would also be benchmarked against it and their alpha would still
be derived from the long-short portfolio on top of the market portfolio. Moreover, if the
managers still charge the same fee of assets under management, in this case the managers’
eective fee for the same long-short portfolio would be increased by a factor of about 2.5
(relative to the earlier calibration). This would scale up the slopes of the demand curves
by the same factor, so the eects of the intermediaries would become more prominent — in

42

There is also a perhaps simpler intuition for the irrelevance of the utility specification. In a continuous-

time setting, the dollar demand by a CRRA investor for an idiosyncratic asset is given by

Z
U

× 2 , where Z

is the investor’s wealth,  U is his coe!cient of relative risk aversion, and  and  are the instantaneous drift
and volatility of the asset. This looks exactly like the dollar demand of a CARA investor in a discrete-time
setting, which is given by

1


×


.
2

Since both investors have the same demand function for idiosyncratic

payos, also the slopes of these demand curves must be the same.
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fact it would turn the predicted 6% price impact to a 15% price impact, which is almost
identical to the current S&P index premium.
While such a close match between the theoretically predicted eect and the empirically
observed eect is likely to be a coincidence, it is important that the actual eect is approximately within range of plausible parameter values for the model. Since that is certainly the
case with our model, it means that our explanation has the potential to be the dominant
economic force behind the eect.

5.6

Other Types of Firms

The critical feature in our story is that the investors bearing market risk cannot also be
the ones doing the cross-sectional pricing of stocks, because those two activities imply
very dierent levels of risk aversion.

In this context, how should one think about firms

such as investment banks with large investment portfolios of their own? They should be
sophisticated institutions which are capable of active trading in individual stocks, yet they
still sometimes bear significant exposure to market risk.43
An investment bank with a proprietary trading portfolio can essentially be considered
a closed-end fund. It actively trades individual stocks and the trading profits are equally
distributed among shareholders.

The costs of such a trading operation are reflected in

the expenses of the firm and they are also equally distributed among shareholders, acting
like a percentage fee on assets under management. In a competitive equilibrium we would
expect the firm to raise capital by issuing shares until the abnormal return on the capital
is approximately equal to the firm’s costs.

Hence, it makes no dierence for our model

whether the active managers run open-end mutual funds, closed-end mutual funds, or public
corporations with proprietary trading portfolios.
However, it remains a puzzle why such an investment firm would simultaneously choose
a very large exposure to market risk and very small exposure to idiosyncratic risk. This
apparently schizophrenic attitude toward risk could result from benchmarking — just like
an actively managed mutual fund, the investment firm can ignore market risk and let the
end investors choose their own exposure to it. In the presence of short-sales costs, it may

43

Large university endowments may also be considered potential candidates for this category. However,

such endowments tend to be invested through intermediaries who collect fees, which makes the endowments
themselves look like end investors rather than active managers with capital.
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indeed be optimal for active managers to combine their long-short equity portfolios with
large positions in the market portfolio.

6

Conclusions

In a standard neoclassical multi-asset setting such as the CAPM, both the market risk
premium and the slope of the demand curve for an individual stock are jointly determined by
the risk aversion of the representative investor. If we back out the representative investor’s
risk aversion from any empirically plausible market risk premium, we find a relatively low
implied risk aversion; if we back it out from the empirically observed slope of the demand
curve for an individual stock, we find a relatively high implied risk aversion.

The two

estimates dier by several orders of magnitude, presenting us with a well-known puzzle in
finance.
In this paper we propose an explanation for the puzzle. In traditional representative
agent models it is implicitly assumed that financial intermediaries have no meaningful eect
on prices so that we can ignore them and let the owners of wealth invest directly in the stock
market. However, this may not be an innocuous assumption. When most of the informed
active investors are professional money managers who do not own the wealth they invest,
the slope of the demand curve for a stock is determined by how much wealth they are given
to manage. Since the active managers charge a fee for their services, the amount of wealth
they manage and hence the slopes of demand curves are determined almost entirely by the
fee and not by anyone’s risk aversion.
This result arises from a straightforward intuition: in equilibrium, the active managers
have to approximately earn their fees. Thus there persists an equilibrium level of market
“ine!ciency” which allows the active managers to recover what are presumably their fixed
costs for acquiring information and actively trading on it. This severs the link between risk
aversion and the demand curves for individual stocks. In contrast, the risk premium on the
aggregate market portfolio is still entirely set by the end investors’ risk aversion since the
broad asset allocation decision between stocks and bonds is a decision they make directly.
The magnitude of this eect can be surprisingly large.

In our calibration, increasing

the annual fee from zero, which corresponds to the CAPM benchmark, to 1.5% can increase
the slope of the demand curve by a factor of 1,000. With a five-year horizon, this fee may
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increase the price impact of the S&P 500 index membership shock from less than one basis
point to a very significant 6.0%. When we allow active managers to hold market risk and
be benchmarked against it, as in the real mutual fund industry, the price impact increases
to 15%.
We believe this paper makes two main contributions. It suggests a generally applicable
explanation to the persistent puzzle about downward-sloping demand curves, producing not
only the correct sign for the eect but also the correct order of magnitude. More broadly, it
provides a concrete illustration that the presence of financial institutions does have pricing
implications, even without agency issues, reinforcing the conclusions of Ross (1989) and
Allen (2001) about the relevance of institutions in asset pricing.
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A
A.1

Derivation of Formulas
CAPM Benchmark

We write the representative CARA investor’s problem in the mean-variance form as
k l
k l 1
i
i 3 Y du Z
max H Z
{ l }
2
i = Z0 +
s.t. Z

QV
[

l (h
{l 3 Sl ) =

(41)

l=1

Plugging in the budget constraint and the payo {
hl = dl + el |h + hl of stock l, we can express the objective
function as
max
{ l }

QV
[

1
l (dl 3 Sl ) 3 
2
l=1

#Q
V
[

$2
l el

l=1

QV

1 [ 2 2
2p 3 
  =
2 l=1 l hl

(42)

The first-order condition with respect to l is then given by
$
#Q
V
[
m em el  2p 3  2hl l = 0=
dl 3 Sl 3 

(43)

m=1

In equilibrium, the investor holds the available supply l = xl of stock l, which determines the stock price:
5
3
4
6
[

 2 2
2
2
xm em D el + p el +  hl xl 8 >
Sl = dl 3  7 p C
(44)
m6=l

where we separated the terms that depend on the stock’s own supply xl .

A.2

Active Manager

The end investor’s utility depends only on the Sharpe ratio of the market and the appraisal ratio of the
active portfolio.

Hence, the active manager’s problem is to maximize the end investor’s appraisal ratio,

subject to the condition that the manager breaks even:
SQV

S V
ym m 3 i Q
m=1 |ym |
tS
QV
2 2
m=1 ym  m
SQV
SQV
QV
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m=1 ym m 3 i
m=1 |ym |
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SQV 2 2
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m=1
max
{{ym }>i }

m=1

(45)

We write the Lagrangian of this problem as
% SQ
&
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SQV
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QV
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(46)

The first-order conditions with respect to yl and i yield:
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| |

| |

| |

where v (yl ) indicates the sign of yl . We take the term containing  from the latter first-order condition and
substitute it into the former, which allows us to get rid of the sign functions. This gives us the portfolio
weights:


 S

QV
i
2 2
1
+
y

m
m
m=1

l
(47)
yl = 2 S
 tS
=
SQV
QV
QV
l
i SQV
2 2
m=1 ym m 3 i
m=1 |ym |
m=1 ym  m + 2 
m=1 |ym |
S
The weights are thus proportional to 2l . We normalize the portfolio by requiring that yl A0 yl = 1, which
l

produces the final expression for the portfolio weights:
yl = S

1

m
m A0  2
m

A.3

l
=
2l

(48)

Analogy with a CARA Investor

Modeling the active manager as a CARA investor with a coe!cient of absolute risk aversion , we let him
solve the following maximization problem:
l
k

id>1
max H 3 exp 3 Z

{Zl }

id>1 = Zd +
s.t. Z

QV
[

hl
Zl U

(49)

l=1

hl = l +  l U
hp + h
%l is the excess return on stock l.
where U

Without loss of generality, we construct QV

uncorrelated hybrid securities }hl where each such security consists of one unit of a stock and a market hedge.
The payo of security l will then be }hl = dl + hhl , and its price today will be S}l = Sl + el . We then express
the active manager’s problem as:
l
k

id>1
max H 3 exp 3 Z

{Zl }

id>1 = Zd +
s.t. Z

QV
[

h}l + Zp U
hp
Zl U

(50)

l=1

where
h} = }hl 3 1 = dl + hl 3 1 = dl + hl 3 (Sl + el )
U
l
S}l
S}l
Sl + el 
is the excess return on hybrid security l.

(51)

Since the payos of the hybrid securities are independent, the

CARA investor will have a dollar demand for security l of
l
k



h}l
H U
(dl 3 el  3 Sl ) (Sl + el )
(Sl + el )2
1 dl 3 (Sl + el )
l =
k
=
=
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h
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Y du U}l

(52)

As each hybrid security l consists of one share of stock l, the implied dollar demand for stock l is then
Zl = Z}l

(dl 3 el  3 Sl ) Sl
(dl 3 el  3 Sl ) (Sl + el )
Sl
Sl
=
=
=
S}l
2hl
(Sl + el )
 2hl

(53)

To obtain a more intuitive expression, we substitute in the abnormal return of the stock (l ) and the
idiosyncratic variance of stock return (2l ; not to be confused with payo variance 2hl ):
 2 

l
Sl
1 dl 3 el  3 Sl
Zl =
=
=

Sl
2hl
2l

(54)

Note that each position in a hybrid security l will also generate a dollar demand of el for the market
portfolio (to hedge market risk) and a dollar demand of 3el (1 + ) for the risk-free asset. In equilibrium
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it will turn out that these hedging demands from the long and short positions perfectly cancel out as the
active manager holds symmetric share positions around zero, so we do not need to address the question of
whether the active manager should hedge market risk of the stock positions on his own or leave it to the
end investor.
An unconstrained CARA investor would also have a “speculative” dollar demand of
Zp =
for the market portfolio directly.


2p

(55)

We set this demand equal to zero because the end investor should not

reward the active manager for investing in the market portfolio. In the previous optimization problem (45)
of the manager we did the same thing implicitly as we considered only abnormal returns and the market
portfolio of course has an abnormal return of zero.

A.4

Equilibrium

We denote the supply of stock l left to the active manager as xl . For the market to clear, the dollar supply
has to equal the dollar demand, and this gives us the stock price:

i

l
(dl 3 el  3 Sl ) Sl
=
2l
2hl

xl Sl

=

Zl =

Sl

=

dl 3 el  3 2hl xl =

(56)
(57)

The alpha of the stock is then:
l =

2hl xl
H [h
{l ]
dl 3 el  3 Sl
3 l 3 1 =
=
=
Sl
Sl
Sl

The market portfolio has an alpha of zero by construction. Hence,
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xl = 0
Sl
l=1

(60)

(61)

0=

l=1

 
Here we denote 2h = H 2hl as the average idiosyncratic payo variance across all stocks and assume 2hl
is uncorrelated with xl . Since xs + xlq + xl = 1, and since the passive manager’s position xs is constant


across stocks while the noise trader’s position xlq is distributed as Q 0> 2x , the above equation implies the
same distribution for the active manager’s equilibrium share holdings xl :


xl ; Q 0> 2x =

(62)

As the noise trader and the active manager hold an average of zero of each stock, the passive manager
has to hold the entire supply of 1 share, and hence he will hold the entire market portfolio:
xs =

Zs
= 1=
Sp

(63)

Denoting the price of the market portfolio as Sp , its expected payo as dp , and the dollar variance of that
payo as 2P , and plugging in the end investor’s allocation to the passive manager, we obtain the equilibrium
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market risk premium
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=
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=
Sp
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 h 2P
dp 3  h  2P


 h 2p
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2
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dp
1
=
Sp
 h 2P (1 + )

(64)
(65)

and the equilibrium allocation to the passive manager
Zs = Sp =

dp
= dp 3  h 2P =
1+

(66)

To find out the allocation to the active manager, we need to find the before-fee alpha of the manager:
SQV
Sl xl l
ei = Sl=1
=
(67)
xl A0 Sl xl
The cost of the portfolio is determined by the long positions, so only the long positions show up in the
denominator. The numerator can be expressed as
QV
[

Sl xl l =

l=1

QV
[

2hl x2l = 2h

l=1

QV
[

x2l = 2h QV 2x =

(68)

l=1

For this aggregation, we used the assumption that there is a continuum of stocks with a measure of QV ,
 2
S V 2
=  2x . If we do not make the assumption, our results will be in the terms of
so Q1V Q
l=1 xl = H xl
particular realizations of all the xl ’s (QV of them), so the increase in mathematical rigor would come at the
high cost of eliminating the simplicity and transparency of the equilibrium expressions.

Due to the law

of large numbers, this approximation does not aect our results in any meaningful way. Similarly for the
denominator, we get
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(69)

We also need the idiosyncratic variance of the active manager’s portfolio. That is simply
SQV 2 2
xl hl
42h
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The fee of the active manager as a percentage of the cost of the portfolio is given by
SQV
|Zl |
id = S l=1
i
xl A0 Sl xl

(70)
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where the numerator is
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and thus we get
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(d 3 e) 3 2h  x

Finally, we can obtain the end investor’s allocation to the active manager which depends on the after-fee
alpha:
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(74)

Equating this with the cost of the manager’s portfolio (69), we obtain the simple formula for the eective
risk aversion of the manager:

u



2 d 3 e
i=
 = h +
 2h x
The value of the proportional fee i allows the manager to exactly cover his fixed dollar cost F:
u
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(76)
(77)

(d 3 e) QV x

Welfare in Alternative Market Designs
Certainty Equivalent of Zero

Note that in the market designs discussed before (including the CAPM), investors actually had a positive
certainty equivalent for holding the active portfolio.

Hypothetically we could squeeze them even further,

requiring that their certainty equivalent is zero, which translates to the following problem:
S

max
S> f

 k l
k l

h 3 S 3 1  Y du [
h
s.t.
H [
f
2
f

D

0

D

h=

(78)

The welfare-maximizing price is then
1
S = 3F 3  h QV  2x  2h =
2

(79)

Here we actually get slightly flatter demand curves than before, because we no longer require that the
investors can choose their own exposure to the active portfolio. The implementation of this result requires
that each investor is given a personal (non-transferable) oer to invest a fixed dollar amount in the active
portfolio for a fixed fee.

The dollar amounts of the oer (both investment and fee) are tailored to the

risk aversion of each individual investor to leave each of them exactly indierent between investing and not
investing. A secondary market in such claims has to be banned.
Comparing the value of S in this extreme situation with the one we had before (equation (37)), an
interesting result emerges. In our calibration with a fee of 1.5%, the cost F is about 1,000 times greater
than the term  h QV 2x 2h which involves end investors’ risk aversion. Hence, the numerical dierence between
the two results is negligible. This is perhaps surprising, given the extreme di!culty of implementing (79)
and the great simplicity of implementing (37). We can therefore conclude that for any practical purposes
our institutional structure is indeed optimal also across all hypothetical market designs.

A.5.2

Example of an Alternative Market Design

For comparison, consider an alternative market design with a fixed cost F but without institutions. Then
we will be left with the basic CAPM setting, except that some investors pay the fixed cost and share it
among one another (assuming they are all identical and they share the cost per head), while others do not
pay anything and only invest in the market portfolio.
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Since prices are set by CARA investors, the price of stock l will still be equal to Sl = d 3 e 3 2hl xl
where  is the collective risk aversion of those investors who have paid the cost. In equilibrium, the fraction
 of the investors who pay the cost has to be such that an investor is indierent between paying and not
paying. It turns out to be
 h QV 2h  2x
>
(80)
2F
which generally represents a very small fraction (about 0.0005 if the fee is 1.5%). This means that the risk
=

aversion of those active investors collectively will be

 = max  h >

2F
QV 2h 2x


=

(81)

In our model with institutions, the eective risk aversion of the active manager was instead
 = h +

F
>
QV  2h 2x

(82)

where the first term ( h ) in the summation is negligible for interesting values of the cost (and the proportional
fee). Hence, demand curves in this setting will be twice as steep as in the presence of institutions.
In this setting without institutions, the idiosyncratic risk of the active portfolio is borne by only a
small subset of investors and thus they require greater risk premium for it. In contrast, institutions allow
every investor in the economy to bear a small fraction of the active portfolio, which results in more e!cient
risk-sharing and thus flatter demand curves.

A.6

CRRA Utility

Our standard CAPM calibration assumes normally distributed asset payos and CARA utility. To confirm
the robustness of our results to the utility specification, we also consider a representative investor with CRRA
utility and a coe!cient of relative risk aversion of  U . The local coe!cient of absolute risk aversion of the
investor is then 
h=

U
i ,
Z

i is the wealth of the investor. Since the wealth of the investor depends on
where Z

the random return on the market portfolio, also the local coe!cient of absolute risk aversion will be random.
We assume a lognormal distribution for the market return which implies a lognormal distribution for 
h.
To work out a tractable solution, we need two approximations. First, because any idiosyncratic gamble
will be a negligible part of the investor’s wealth (the market portfolio has 4 × 107 times the dollar variance
of 10% supply of a stock and an expected payo of about 104 times as much), we approximate the CRRA
investor as “locally CARA” where the coe!cient of absolute risk aversion depends only on the random
return on the market portfolio.

Second, we approximate the lognormal distribution of 
h with a normal

distribution.
h =  (h
Consider a normally distributed idiosyncratic net payo ]
{ 3 S ). The dollar payo of one share
is {
h, and it has a price of S . The investor buys  units of it. We can then derive the investor’s demand for
the payo by solving:
k

l
h
]
max H 3 exp 3h
{}

h =  (h
s.t. ]
{ 3 S)=

(83)

Of course now the standard mean-variance analysis will not go through since 
h is not constant, and the objective function does not simplify to the usual mean-variance problem. Instead, using iterated expectations
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we obtain:
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For notational simplicity, we write ] = H ]
can be evaluated if 2 2] $ 1, a condition that is easily satisfied.
problem simplifies to

After some algebra, the maximization
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Plugging in ] =  (H [h
{] 3 S ) and 2] = 2 Y du [h
{] , the first-order condition gives us
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=

 (H [h
{] 3 S ) >

(87)

where we ignored the insignificant terms in the last line. Hence, we can write the approximate demand of
the CRRA investor as:
FUUD =

H [h
{] 3 S
1
×
Y du [h
{]
 +

2



=

(88)

Note the similarity to the demand of a standard CARA investor with a constant coe!cient of absolute risk
aversion  :
FDUD =

1
H [h
{] 3 S
×
=
Y du [h
{]


(89)

In the CAPM calibration with a one-year horizon, we have approximately  = 0=2 , so FUUD =
FDUD
.
1=04

This means a 4% reduction in demand which in turn implies a 4% increase in the slope of the

demand curve, or a 4% increase in price impact.

Starting from the tiny CAPM price impact of 0.11 bp

for a 10% supply shock, the increase of 0.004 bp is clearly meaningless.
 = 0=45 and FUUD =

 FDUD
,
1=20

For a 5-year horizon we have

which would increase the 0.62 bp price impact to 0.74 bp. Again, there

is no meaningful dierence between the CARA and CRRA cases.
In our model with institutions, the answer is even simpler because it turned out that the risk aversion
of the end investors has a negligible impact on the slopes of demand curves. The equilibrium slope of the
demand curve will be set so that the active manager’s net-of-fee alpha is just barely above zero. The end
investors’ demand and thus the net-of-fee alpha would have to be scaled up not by some percent but by
several orders of magnitude before it has any pricing implications. Hence, there seems to be no reason why
the economic results of this paper would be sensitive to the convenient utility specification.
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Figure 3: July 2002 replacement of seven non-U.S. firms in the S&P 500 index.

The

announcement occurred after the close on trading day 8, while the changes became eective
at the close on trading day 0. The graph shows buy-and-hold returns on portfolios formed
(initially with equal weights) on trading day 8.

Rational end investor

Risk-free asset
W0–Wa–Wp

Chooses Wa and Wp
to max EU
Wp

Wa

Passive money manager
Invests in market
portfolio

Stock 1

Active money manager
Invests in mean-variance
efficient portfolio

Noise trader
Invests in randomly
selected portfolio

…

Stock 2

Figure 4: The basic setup for the model.
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Stock NS

Figure 5: Speed of reversal of an expected-return shock, taken from Cohen, Gompers, and
Vuolteenaho (2002).

Figure 6: Speed of reversal of an expected-return shock, taken from Cohen, Gompers, and
Vuolteenaho (2002).
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